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Glory of Chang Hua, Mr. Stan Shi returned to his hometown and was awarded Glory of Chang Hua 
and a certificate of gratefulness by Magistrate of Chang Hua County Cho Po-yuan to thank him for 
his contribution to the county people. 
 
　　2007 Lu-kang First Activity in Winter – celebrity lectures was jointly held by Chang Hua County 
Government and Lu-kang Town Office by inviting Founder of Acer and the president of Stans 
Foundation, Mr. Stan Shi to return his hometown on Nov. 3 to give a lecture at Lu-kang Leader 
House –de. Mr. Stan Shi’s topic was “Nation’s Brand in Lu-kang”, accompanied by Magistrate of 
Chang Hua County Cho Po-yuan, Head of Lu-kang Town Wang Hui-mei, Director of College of 
Management, National Changhua University of Education, Mr. Chen Guang-gu, etc. and there 
were more than one thousand audiences to listen to and share this issue. 
 

 　　 Magistrate Cho indicated that Mr. Stan Shi was both Glory of Chang Hua and Glory of Taiwan 
and meanwhile a remarkable and outstanding enterpriser. He was invited to give a lecture in 
Chang Hua this time to provide his distinguished contribution, reward the young and benefit the 
local people. During the lecture, Mr. Stan Shi shared his experience with everyone. He said that a 
brand could only be called a brand if it could deeply impress in people’s mind and easily to be 
identified. A brand Lu-kang originated from Lu-kang’s individual brand like Lu-kang’s Dragon-boat 
Race was a brand with the most individual characteristics. Lu-kang’s feature was called “One Fu 
and Two Lus.” It owned the folk craftsmanship with the most inherited artists, King of Shoes in the 
world, Pou Chen Group and the world famous PC Acer and the hometown of the founder of Asus, 
the hometown of APEC leader and representative and the proud brand identification of being a 
person from Lu-kang. 
 

 　 　He emphasized that on the stage of the whole world he came from Taiwan and was proud of 
Made in Taiwan (MIT). He also said that at the APEC conference, someone mentioned he had a 
strange accent. In fact it was an accent of Lu-kang and also the feature of Lu-kang. As to the grand 
vision of brand Taiwan, he hoped to have mutual encouragement of diversified brands, famous in 
the world, blossoms blooming and pride of Taiwan. 
 
　　Magistrate Cho pointed out that in 2005 Mr. Stan Shi once donated NT$20,000,000 to 
establish “Stan Shi Experiment and Innovation Fund for senior high schools in Chang Hua”. 
Besides, he also donated NT$5,000,000 to Lu-kang Town Office to design a special LOGO. This 
time he made a special donation so that 319 Village Children Art Studio was able to perform at Lu-
kang that night to feedback his hometown people in Chang Hua showing his every efforts. Besides, 
he participated in 2007 Asian Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) conference on behalf of 
Taiwan this year and regarded as the world leader. 
 
　　Head Want affirmed Mr. Stan Shi Glory of Lu-kang as well as Godfather of brand. She thanked 
him for his feedback to the hometown people to market Lu-kang and also hoped the lecture would 
surely let the audiences gain much. Director of College of Management, National Changhua 
University of Education, Mr. Chen Guang-gu expressed that Mr. Stan Shi was born in 1944 at Lu-
kang. When he was 3, his father passed away and was raised and grown by his mother 
independently. In 1964 he was enrolled to study Electronic Engineering Department in National 
Chiao Tung University and then studied the graduate school. In 1970 he invented the first desktop 
electronic calculator. Then, he researched and developed palm electronic calculator, which had 
great contribution to the development of the electronic industries. He served to work at Acer for 
whole 29 whole years and was the longest CEO of an enterprise in the world. He retired in 2000 
but still devoted himself greatly to the science technology industries in Taiwan, which was 
considered a great contribution to Taiwan. 


